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2 Be part of something spectacularHelp tackle the defining issues of our times

Which of the Global Goals do You Care Most About?

In September 2015, 193 world leaders agreed to 17 Global Goals for Sustainable Development. If these Goals are completed, 
it would mean an end to extreme poverty, inequality and climate change by 2030. To learn more visit www.globalgoals.org

http://www.globalgoals.org
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BIGCrowd

Subscribe - for just £9.60 per month

Watch - content on The Global Goals, Challenges and Big Impact Game-changers

Vote - on the content and collaborate to help select and improve applicants

Share - on social media to be part of a truly massive cause marketing machine

Do these things just once a month - and you are qualified to earn!

The BIGCrowd Subscriber Proposition 

Be part of something spectacular

Valid From Until End

Prepaid Cash Card

Prepaid Debit

To do good and do well - sign up at 
www.bigcrowd.net/earn/iwbgood

Help Address The Really
BIG Grand Challenges 
You Truly Care About

1234

BIGCrowd

Collaborate a little or a lot, 

and earn up to £10k per month  

while addressing the BIG issues  

that are most important to you.

Help tackle the defining issues of our times

Which of the Global Goals do You Care Most About?
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With no hard sell required - get paid  
for introducing others via email or social networks. 

Our aim is to build a powerhouse of collaborators and marketeers, all who wish  
to address one or more of The Global Goals for Sustainable Development.

This is an affordable, fair and fast way of building a positive impact network. 

The BIGMarketing Machine 

Many people doing something small - can add up to something very BIG!Help change the world - even when you are on the go
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BIGCrowd

We pay for performance - and also raise BIGMoney for BIGCauses.

In the BIGCrowd network design, all subscribers are limited to five 
who are automatically positioned on their first level below. New 
subscribers you or others introduce just spillover onto the next 
available position in the network - and so your network builds.  

You earn £0.05 pence for everyone in your network as a base commission. You also earn 
a bonus of 100% of the base commissions for all those you introduce directly (yellow). 

With a network that can be up to 10 levels deep this can quickly add up to real money. 

We will also do a great deal of cause marketing to benefit good causes. Due 
to ‘spillover’ from our unique structure - subscribers benefit from this too.

With half the net subscriber revenue going to fund incentive prizes, the more who 
subscribe - the more money you are raising for important causes

Many people doing something small - can add up to something very BIG!Help change the world - even when you are on the go

Intelligent Social Network Marketing
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BIGCrowd is not a get rich quick scheme. Our goal is to get millions of people 
collaborating to do good - and getting paid for the good that they do. To encourage 
the positive behaviour this complicated world needs - we have some fair conditions:-

Earnings Cap

• Individuals will have an earnings cap initially set to £5k per month. Performance 
can increase this to £10k a month - but no more. 

• Qualifying Big Impact Game-changers can increase their earnings cap. 

• Qualifying Charities and Foundations can increase their earnings cap too. 

Earn or Donate

Up to the earnings cap, subscribers can take their earnings personally - or donate. 

For anything above the earnings cap (which still gets recognised for awards and 
prizes), the subscriber must donate to projects on the platform.

1 For 1

For every £1k a subscriber earns on the platform each month, we ask that they 
donate 1 hour of their time to something they care about.  It’s up to them what. 

They can volunteer, mentor, support or do whatever they like, providing it is geared 
around positive impact, and they tell us so we can monitor our collective impact.  

Fair Terms to Embed Positive Impact So How do the Incentive Competitions Work? 

Raising the bar on purpose driven collaboration Competitions to bring the most important plans and ventures in the world - to life and to scale
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BIGCrowdFair Terms to Embed Positive Impact

Big Grand Challenges will help us find Big Impact Game-changers.

The goal is to find BIG, Bold and scalable ideas, plans and ventures which have 
joined up thinking, and the potential for maximum impact. They can be ‘for profit with 
purpose’, ‘not for profits’ or even ‘policy ideas’. Applicants subscribe, upload details 
of their project and vision for success onto the platform. Plus what they need. This 
could be capital, donations, support, introductions - anything. BIGCrowd subscribers 
and experts collaborate to validate applicants, short-list the best - and pick winners. 

So How do the Incentive Competitions Work? 

What do the Prizes and Awards consist of? 

The winning Big Impact Game-changer for each Challenge will receive £100k  
of cash and support for three years - adding up to a meaningful £3.6m. 

The support, in the 
categories shown 
is all to help these 
important ventures 
and plans to be fully 
funded and ideally 
positioned for success. 

Raising the bar on purpose driven collaboration Competitions to bring the most important plans and ventures in the world - to life and to scale
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The £3.6m prizes, comprising 
£100k of cash and support 

per month for three years, can 
attract the very best Big Impact 

Game-changers including ‘Profit 
with Purpose’ ventures, ‘Not for 

Profits’ and ‘Policy Ideas’.

The Big Impact Game-changers 
post details and videos about their 
project on the platform, promote to 
others, respond to feedback, get 
votes, and earn income based on 

the support they receive.

67

With an objective judging system, which first uses 
the power of the crowd, then wisdom of sector 
specific judges to narrow to a strong short list, 

in exciting live finals BIGCrowd subscribers will 
choose the winner for each Big Grand Challenge.

Prizes are focussed on delivering what  
is required to help the most promising Big 

Impact Game-changers succeed. Subscribers 
collaborate, donors and investors get to discover 
projects they can support - and the spotlight we 
shine helps BIGs be fairly and fully funded so 

they can then deliver maximum impact. 

Promoting the game-changers 
helps get more subscribers. More 
subscribers thus means more funds 
can be raised for important causes, 
more inspiring content created, and 
more solutions implemented to the 
most Important Issues in the World.

8
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BIGCrowd will launch many     £3.6m Big Grand Challenges

The £3.6m 3 year prizes, give Big Impact 
Game-changing winners £70k per month of 
support, £20k per month in cash, and £10k 
per month in governance costs to ensure they 
are ethical and working for maximum impact.  

The Multi Sided Platform

Inspiring people all over the world Supporting Big Impact Game-changing innovators
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BIGCrowd

For just £9.60 per month, 
individuals subscribe, having 
first heard about BIGCrowd 

from friends, or from our 
dedicated cause marketing.

1
Subscribers find and follow causes  
and game-changers tackling the 

issues they care about, watch and 
rate bite sized chunks of video 

content, nominate, collaborate with 
and vote for Big Impact Game-

changers, and share with  
others over social networks.

2

Subscribers are able to receive a portion of the 
revenue generated from those who go on to 

subscribe in their network, and are able to win 
prizes and earn cash for collaboration. Some 

commissions they may take as earnings, the rest 
they get to donate to approved causes.

3

Half of all net funds raised  (£4 per 
subscriber per month) goes to pay for prizes 
for powerful incentive competitions to find 

Big Impact Game-changers addressing the 
Sustainable Development Goals 

4

BIGCrowd and its NGO partners 
(who we will also raise funds for) 
will create incentive competitions 
called Big Grand Challenges to 
find and implement solutions to 
important issues in the world.

56

BIGCrowd will launch many     £3.6m Big Grand Challenges

BIGSupport comprises of: recruitment and talent 
management; PR; storytelling; offices; video 
production; social marketing; web development; 
conference attendance, speaking opportunities; 
investor introductions; strategy support and more.

The Multi Sided Platform Creating A Virtuous Circle

Inspiring people all over the world Supporting Big Impact Game-changing innovators
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Invest in the Future of Good Business

Maximum social and environmental impact - plus the chance to generate very healthy returns

The £3m Investment Opportunity. 

The power of the crowd can give every chance for Big Impact Game-changers to be 
discovered and supported to success. This means massive impact, and in practical 
terms - this means positively impacting many millions of lives.

From a raw idea the business has now been two years in development. We have 
researched, studied, calculated and cogitated - and honed the detail of how this 
massive collective marketing and innovation machine can work. 

From aligned investors who also seek positive impact - we are now raising a final 
seed investment round of £500k which will be followed by an ‘A Round’ of £2.5m so 
we can launch with development and marketing budgets and a position of strength. 

Energy

Sustainable Cities Water 

ForestsClimate

Agriculture

You are invited to join us on this truly exciting and Big Impact Game-changing journey
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BIGCrowdInvest in the Future of Good Business

The Pre Launch Beta Subscriber Opportunity. 

Whilst working on the idea we realised if we could find subscribers who are willing to 
join before the platform is fully built - it would be a huge help bringing the vision to life. 

Not only would this show how people want BIGCrowd to happen, but the revenue 
would contribute to development costs - and also help us find the right investors.

However - if we could find subscribers who are as passionate about the causes as 
we are, who wanted to help us shape the business, giving feedback on the platform, 
and who would be raring to go and ready to share with their networks when we fully 
launch - this would be the icing on the cake. 

Then we thought - what if we could do something amazing to thank those supporters 
by making them owners in the business too?  If we could do this - it would give 
BIGCrowd the best possible start. This is what we have decided to do... 

We are thrilled to announce the first 2000 subscribers  
to sign up to our Pre Launch Beta Program - will receive  

500 share options in the BIGCrowd parent company. 

In addition to the attractive share options, we are planning some other exiting benefits - 
including permanent recognition on the website, and some special event invites. 

Visit www.bigcrowd.net/subscribe to learn more and sign up. It’s simple, only 
£9.60 a month - and promises to be very exciting journey.

Elite BETA Subscribers - Get To Be Owners

You are invited to join us on this truly exciting and Big Impact Game-changing journey

http://www.bigcrowd.net/subscribe
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“Here’s to the crazy ones. The misfits. The rebels. The troublemakers. The round  

pegs in the square holes. The ones who see things differently. They’re not fond of rules  

and they have no respect for the status quo. You can quote them, disagree with them,  

glorify or vilify them. About the only thing you can’t do is ignore them. Because they  

change things. They push the human race forward. While some may see them 

as the crazy ones, we see genius. Because the people who are crazy  

enough to think they can change the world, are the ones who do”.

Steve Jobs

Think Different


